
GSTOOL BLK

About Item

1. Super Comfortable High-Density Sponge: The thick and super comfortable sponge seat
prevents your guitar stool from deforming after prolonged use.

2. Made for Guitarists:More than just a stool, this guitar holder brings you and your guitar
closer together, making guitar practice easier without compromising your comfort.

3. Anti-Slip Design: The 5 Core guitar chair has rubber sleeves that keep your guitar seat from
moving when you play. Its strong steel frame with an X-style design makes it really steady.

4. Stable and Sturdy Built: The guitar holder on this guitar stool is as good as a regular guitar
stand. It has sponge covers and can be adjusted to the right height, preventing any accident
with your guitar. Built like a tank for prolonged use.

5. Premium Quality & Carefully Packaged: You can get our super comfortable guitar stool with
confidence, as they offer sturdiness and stable performance. Carefully packaged to ensure
you get the guitar chair in its most pristine condition.

Product Description

At 5 Core, we are committed to improving user experience. People love guitars, and we
wondered, "What about a stool just for guitar players?" Well, we did not stop thinking
until we made this amazing product.

There's no need to run around to get your guitar and come back to practice. This guitar
seat keeps your guitar safe and right where you need it. It's like having a special guitar
chair and a stand for your guitar. Plus, this stool is super comfortable thanks to the
thick sponge, and it is sturdy and quilt like a tank to ensure you use it for a prolonged
time. You will love the premium build quality and stability this guitar chair offers.

Features

Use As a Stool As a Footstool As a Stand Super Stability



This guitar stool is
strong and reliable; it’s
built like a tank and
can hold up to 300
pounds. The super
comfortable tick
sponge seat keeps it
from getting squished.

This guitar footrest
helps you sit in a good
way when you play. It
gives you a
comfortable sitting
position so you can
play guitar
comfortably for a long
time.

The guitar holder
on this stool brings
you and your guitar
closer. It makes
practicing the
guitar easier, like
having a special
chair for you and
your guitar.

This stool is
designed to have
high weight capacity
and anti-slip caps to
offer utmost
stability while you
are performing on
stage or in the
studio.

Technical Specification:

● Color: Black
● Capacity: 300 lbs
● Material:Metal, Rubber, Foam

Package information:

● 1x Guitar Stool

Usages

Use the stool to play guitars.

Keep your guitar securely in place.

Well suited for live or stage performance.

Perfect for everyday guitar practice at home.

Enjoy it as a footrest to maintain proper posture.

Benefits of products



Improves postures.

Suitable for all ages.

Convenient storage.

Versatile guitar chair.

Comfortable seating.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

3 in 1 Guitar Stool.

Padded guitar holder.

Stable and anti-slip design.

It's a super comfortable seat.

Study and build strong like a tank.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.



The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

3 in 1 Use Yes No

Super comfortable Yes No

Comfortable & stable Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A

Question:What color is this stool?

Answer: The color is black.



Question: Can I use it on stage?

Answer: Yes, of course, you can use this on stage.

Question: Is it durable?

Answer: Yes, it is made from high-quality metal and tested to ensure absolute
durability.

Question:What is the weight capacity of the guitar stool?

Answer: This guitar stool is built to support up to 300 pounds.

Question: Can I use this guitar chair as a footrest?

Answer: Yes, absolutely! This guitar chair serves as both a comfortable seat for playing
and a footrest to maintain proper posture during guitar practice.


